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Abstract
Due to increasing global competition and narrowing customer requirements
companies are moving towards quality focused improvements. It is becoming equally
important how you perform as what you perform. Companies are thriving to identify,
measure and control their processes in order to as efficiently as possible satisfy their
customers regarding quality, price and delivery time. The process orientation is
changing the way companies develop routines, tools and communications systems.
Management roles and responsibilities are changing and in order to manage future
success companies focus on process management to assure quality.
Corporate quality assurance systems and international standardization organizations
are creating a system for managing quality assurance with high level strategies and
metrics. The difficulty for companies is to implement quality assurance and systems
to really fit their business and specific operational routines. Concepts like Toyota
Way, BPR, and TQM are originating from production units. Implementing them
within the intangible, value adding and complex activities in R&D requires a
systematic and holistic approach to identify and visualize the flow of information
rather than material.
Input to the R&D process is information on needs, requirements or possibilities and
output is new and improved products through a wide range of exploring and
developing phases consisting of both artistic and technical challenges. In order to
standardize the development process and at the same time maintain creativity frontloading proactive process management may accomplish issues and planning for
potential modifications. The result of the thesis project is an interactive crossfunctional computer based process management system. In order to implement the
scientifically approved process tools into specific processes a strong learning culture
among the whole company is required.
In order to stimulate the use and training of quality tools and systems the authors have
discovered that visualization and interaction is a core success factor. Corporate
management needs to interact with employees in order to translate tacit knowledge
into corporate best practice. The developed collaborative platform is a tool to enhance
communication, enforce quality methods and improve knowledge management to
assure the final delivery of total quality to customers.
Key Words: Quality, process, management, R&D, system, tools
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Sammanfattning
På grund av den ökande globala konkurrensen och striktare krav från kunder så satsar
företag på utveckling och förbättringar genom fokus på kvalitet. Vikten av att göra
rätt sak på rätt sätt ökar. Företag eftersträvar att identifiera, mäta och kontrollera sina
processer för att så effektivt som möjligt tillfredsställa sina kunder med avseende på
kvalitet, pris och leveranstid. Processorienteringen påverkar sättet som företaget
utvecklar sina rutiner, verktyg och kommunikationssystem så ledningsroller och
ansvar förändras för att planera inför framtida utveckling och framgång så tillämpas
processledningssystem för kvalitetssäkring.
Kvalitetsledningssystem och internationella standarder skapar ett system för att
hantera kvalitetssäkring på ledningsnivå genom strategier och mätverktyg.
Svårigheten för företag är att designa och implementera system och verktyg som
passar företagets unika processer och operationer. Framgångsrika koncept som
Toyota Way, BPR och TQM har utvecklats inom produktionsområdet. För att kunna
tillämpa dessa koncept inom området för F & U, vars process är fokuserad på
värdeförädling genom nyskapande och är obestämd samt komplex krävs ett
systematiskt och holistiskt förhållningssätt.
Utmaningen är att identifiera och visualisera flöde av information och kunskap
snarare än material. Input till processen F & U är behov, krav och identifierade
utvecklingsmöjligheter som behandlas genom utforskning och utvecklingsfaser som
innefattar både tekniska och estetiska discipliner. Genom processen genereras nya och
förbättrade produkter. För att standardisera utvecklingsprocessen samtidigt som
utrymmet för kreativitet bibehålls har författarna funnit att tidig identifiering av
möjliga risker samt planering av potentiella ändringar kan åstadkommas genom
proaktiv processledning.
Då man implementerar användning av kvalitetsverktyg och utför utbildning är
visualisering och interaktion viktiga framgångsfaktorer. För att implementera
vetenskapligt framtagna verktyg inom processerna på företaget krävs en stark lärande
kultur inom hela företaget och för att översätta tyst kunskap till företagsspecifika
metoder krävs att anställda och ledningen samarbetar dynamiskt. Resultatet av
examensarbetet är ett datorbaserad och interaktivt processledningssystem. Det
utvecklade verktyget stödjer kvalitetsförbättringar och sprider kunnande för att
förbättra och säkerställa leveransen av kvalitet till kunder.
Nyckelord: Kvalitet, process, ledarskap, F & U, system, verktyg
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1

Introduction

In this chapter the authors introduce the scientific backbone and the scope of the
thesis. This section will help the reader to understand the research context and
outcome.

1.1

Quality in Business

Competition in markets is getting tougher and customers are requiring higher quality,
lower costs and shorter delivery times (Liker 2004). In the mean time stakeholders are
demanding higher profitability and more efficiency in order to lower costs and
maximize profit (Sandholm 2000). Since companies are getting globalized rather
quickly nowadays there are more opportunities now than ever regarding worldwide
communication and logistics. Thereby companies aim to have broad product
portfolios while still providing the ultimate customer experience for every unique
customer (Lindstedt 2003). This is causing an increase in the technical complexity of
goods and services, which is demanding resources, as industry specific expert
knowledge and a strong need for industrial organization and management to
synchronize interdisciplinary knowledge (Hyypiä & Parjanen 2013). In order to
merge technological development with needs and demands from the market
meanwhile increasing internal efficiency companies are applying and developing
process management systems (Alexandersson, Almhem, Rönnberg & Väggö 2012).
The Profit Impact of Market Strategy (PIMS) database developed by the Strategic
Planning Institute in the USA has investigated the relation between quality and
profitability (Buzzel 2004). It shows that if quality is improved the customers
normally accept a price increase. It also shows that increased quality is related to
increasing market shares. This fact provides evidence that quality can be used as a
cost-effective strategy for obtaining market shares (DeSouza 1993).
According to the Japanese philosophy on quality called Kaizen (Imai 1996)
companies that prioritize quality will also achieve profitability stated by the
expression:
“If you take care of the quality, the profits will take care of themselves.”

1.2

Standardization for Quality Assurance

Standardization is a way of securing the level of quality delivered by organizations
and ensuring that customer requirements and needs will be met to a certain extent
(Gunasekaran, Korukonda, Virtanen & Yli-Olli 1994). In order to assure quality
delivered by suppliers standardization was develop by the defense force in USA in
1950 (Sandholm 2000). The aim was to control suppliers without spending valuable
resources on testing and controlling activities. Thereby a specification plan, called
MIL-Q-9858A, was issued 1959 and became the origin of the ISO 9001 Standard
(National Tooling & Machining Association 1997).
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Suppliers that wanted to sell goods and services to the defense force had to deliver
quality according to the specification plan.
According to ISO (9004:2009) the definition of quality is:
“The ability of a set inherent characteristics of a product, system or process to fulfill
requirements of customers and other interested parties”
ISO (9001:2008) was developed by the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), which is the world’s largest developer of international standards and provides
state-of-the-art within product and system specifications used for quality certifications
ISO (2002).

1.3

Japan Takes the Lead

In 1980 the effect of intense quality focus among companies in Japan turned into
business success on global markets. Excellence in manufacturing and quality
assurance lead to significantly lower costs and higher exporting volumes (Womack,
Jones & Roos 2007). These two strategies together set the base for high profit
business with quality development as the core driver (Roberts 1990). Quality
deployment experience and knowledge in Japan has through various academically
performed studies and industrial collaborations been transferred to the western world
(Juran 1981). There has been a development of different concepts within quality
deployment depending on the different objectives of the leading managers and areas
of implementation. Concepts like World Class Manufacturing (WCM) (Sörqvist
2013), Lean Manufacturing (Liker 2004), Six Sigma (Magnusson, Kroslid &
Bergman. B. 2004), Total Quality Management (TQM) (Dale & Bunney 1999) and
Business Process Reengineering (BPR) (Hammer 1996) have been developed.

1.4

Moving Towards Total Quality Management

Quality management consists of quality planning, quality control, quality assurance
and quality improvement (Rose 2005). It is widely applied in both companies and the
public sector. A research report done among the multinational companies in Sweden
states that 80 per cent of the companies applies customer focus, 62 per cent applies
benchmarking and 43 per cent applies TQM (Lindvall och Pahlberg 2000).
As the focus on the quality area increases companies adapts tools identified as
powerful and efficient by scientists and industrial experts. There has been a shift in
the mind-set among corporate executives and in the strategic plan for corporations it
has been a transformation from strongly focusing result-orientation to now include
strong method- and process orientation for all departments (Dale & Bunny 1999). It
has become equally important how you perform work as what you deliver due to the
high demand on quality considering both goods and services. A proactive and
systematic management of quality is needed to assure delivery of customer value.
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1.5

Implementing Quality in R&D

The transitions from quality management and control at the end of the production
line, during 1960-1970, towards quality control while producing took place in 1980.
In 1990 quality measures started taking place in R&D, before the products even were
developed and delivered to the production department (Endres 1997).
The challenge within R&D is to successfully translate the customer needs into
product requirements that satisfy the needs and manufacture a feasible product that
when released on the market will be purchased by the customers for the calculated
price (Lindstedt, 2003) When this dynamic process succeeds it generates increased
profit, otherwise it generates costs for the company.
Thriving towards total quality management and fulfilling customer needs are essential
for all departments in a company (Lyle 1994). The idea is to create a culture of
continuous improvement and efficiency optimization (Stahl, 1995). To assure quality
and develop flow in R&D aspects as feedback loops and variability need to be taken
in consideration (Reinertsen 2009). According to Kline and Rosenberg (1986) the key
to success for innovative firms is to efficiently manage the links and level of
interaction between all the functions.
Customer satisfaction is the core indicator if the process is value adding and efficient.
R&D need to develop procedures for measuring customer satisfaction that will
confirm if the customers are receiving the right functionality in products according to
the needs and agreements (Pahl, Beitz & Wallace 1996). Unger and Eppinger (2011)
recommend companies to design the product development process based on
calculations of risk, need of iteration and need for reviews. Sobek II, K.D. Ward, C.A.
Liker, K.J. (1999) state that many companies are looking for a cook book for process
design and product development that will guarantee high performance and quality if
properly executed.

1.6

Purpose and Thesis Scope

The master thesis has two main goals. The first is to develop an understanding of
state-of-the-art and best practice for quality assurance in R&D within manufacturing
industries. The second goal is to explore how to design and implement a supportive
process management system for quality assurance in R&D. For achieving this a case
study and practical application has been performed in the flooring industry.
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2

Method

The method chapter aims to describe the thesis project specifications and research
framework used by the authors. The chosen methodology details, modifications and
motivation for selection are provided.

2.1

Definition of Thesis Project

2.1.1 Mission
The mission for the authors was to design and implement a process management
system for process management within product development. Final delivery of the
project was a fully developed process management system and completed educational
sessions with the employees to demonstrate how to use, modify and develop the tool
further.

2.1.2 Problem Specification
The company was using two process management systems within the process of
“Early Product and Equipment Management” which is a pillar in the World Class
Manufacturing (WCM) framework. The systems were mainly focusing on
documentation and routines. There were several differences between the two systems
and the uses of the systems were not standardized. The first system was an ISOstandard system that the company implemented in the 80´s and the second one was an
own corporate developed system, NPDP, developed and delivered by the headquarters
in France. Both systems described procedures and working routines in different ways
and it differed also in practice. Some aspects of the process were described in ISO and
not in NPDP and vice versa. The lack of fully standard procedures provided an
opportunity to capture tacit knowledge and share the know-how within the
department. There were possibilities to increase overall efficiency and communication
although it was of high importance to investigate and define how much can be
standardized without inhibiting innovative problem solving.

2.1.3 Research Scope of Practical Application
The overall project goal was to concretize working procedures and increase efficiency
in the product development process. The process management system was used for
improving project management, documentation and communication. The scope was
both within teams and on corporate level. The scope of the project covered the full
process of developing new and modifying products at the R&D department. The
process management system consists of physical documents and/or digital files
combined with relevant IT software and applications. To ensure the usability and
usefulness of the process management system an implementation strategy considering
company vision, architecture and culture was included as part of the final delivery.
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2.1.3.1
¾
-

Deliverables

1. Designed and implemented process management system
Made all the parts available and useable
Developed an implementation strategy
Educated the employees at the R&D department
Initial tool requirements:

x

Secured that necessary requirements and specifications from the existing
documentation system were fulfilled (ISO and NPDP)

x

Supported the project leaders within decisions based on facts and risk analysis

x

Been based on identified processes, existing tools and working routines

x

Integrated State-of-the-Art methods and models within product development
management

x

Made accessible via an user friendly interface that relies on a flexible platform
which enabled easy modification and upgrades

¾
-

2. Identified and visualized best practices internally and externally
Presented list of activities, process map and tools in the company
Used scientific methods to analyze best practices externally
Made a list with ideas for improvement in general

2.1.3.2

Operational Meetings

Every week at the company the authors had a one hour meeting with a small team of
key members selected by the sponsor in order to clarify the project goals, project
methods, evaluate the ongoing process, discuss possible risks and issues, verify the
results, plan future work, plan the education and the final implementation. The team
consisted of the two authors, the sponsor and R&D manager (a consultant with over
20 years of experience from industrial R&D and academic research with a PhD in
polymer and composite engineering), the manager of R&D and product lab (over 15
years at the company with master degree in chemistry), the product and marketing
manager (with over 15 years in the company also seen as the NPDP expert at the local
plant) and a quality engineer responsible for projects depending process management
changes at the local plant. All of the work the authors did at the company had to be
approved by the team during the operational meetings.

2.1.3.3

Operational Management and Planning

As method for management and planning the authors have used different management
tools such as:
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2.2

Project charter (in order to describe the work at the company)
Timeline (in order to visualize the work at the company)
Deliverables & tasks (parts to be delivered)
Work log (short evaluation of the working day for each day)
Issue & risk log (potential risks endangering the work)
Interview guide (structure for the interviews at the company)
Literature guide (list of books, articles and material to read)

Selection of Process and Methods

2.2.1 Research Framework
The authors decided to use the Design Research Methodology (DRM), (Blessing &
Chakrabarti. 2009), to structure the thesis project. DRM is a standard design research
methodology used to link and address research questions during the design process
and provides support to work systematically. DRM is not a linear process, it is instead
enabling to iterate and link findings from one phase to another. This meant that the
possibilities to improve the authors work before evaluation was higher and considered
the aim to design a feedback loop between authors, company employees and the
supervisor it created a great advantage being able to connect all the stages. The design
of feedback loops and evaluation was a way to improve internal validity of the
research (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007). DRM provides a combination of
qualitative and quantitative methods and measures in order to be able to answer the
research questions (Blessing & Chakrabarti. 2009). Since the authors’ project required
knowledge and information from a variety of different disciplines, such as psychology
and engineering, the authors needed to combine different methods in different phases,
for instance when investigated the type of communication and decision procedures
existed in the company the authors needed to use knowledge from psychology studies
while investigating the development process the authors needed to understand the
process of engineering. DRM is focused on qualitative methods that are more in the
inductive way, although it provides a structure to include qualitative measures. The
emphasis on inductive approach was appropriate in the authors project since the
engineering process was the main part of research area. Since inductive research is a
way of discovering new elements, measures and dynamics it fitted well in the authors
project since the goal was to design a novel process management system. Following
text from the book (Blessing & Chakrabarti. 2009) is summarizing why authors chose
DRM as framework:
“This book is intended to be a practical handbook for teachers, students and
researchers in design. The central objective is to help researchers and research
groups to rigorously and efficiently plan, implement and communicate their research.
This, we hope, should help make design research more creditable to the academic
community at large as well as to product development practice and society where our
contribution as a useful discipline counts most. ”
Along with DRM, the authors used guidelines, methods and concepts from research
design in business studies (Ghauri, Gronhaug 2010).
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The authors also applied tools within qualitative research studies by applying an
interactive approach (Maxwell J.A, 2005).
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2.3

Research Clarification

This figure below summarizes the research performed in the project. The figure
contains a description, purpose, research questions, procedures and expected results.

Process management system for R&D in the manufacturing industry
Main Purpose
To develop a process management system supporting increased efficiency and quality in
product development process of new and modified products
Research Question 1

Research Question 2

What is state-of-the-art and best
practice for quality assurance in R&D?

How to design and implement a
supportive process management system
for quality assurance in R&D?

a. What methods/activities do specific
high performance companies use?

a. What are the factors influencing
efficiency and quality in product
development?

b. What needs to be integrated in a
process management system to reach
desired situation?

b. How to address the influencing
factors by implementing a
supportive process management

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Multi-type interviews
Observations
Document & literature analysis
Analyze product & process data
Diary keeping

Literature review
Benchmarking
Questionnaires & databases

Expected results
¾ Fully designed and implemented process management system for the
development process of new and modified products at the R&D department
¾ Verification of effectively and efficiently addressing influencing factors by
implementing and integrating state-of-the-art methods and activities

Figure 1: Research Clarification
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2.4

Research Process

Figure 2: Design Research Methodology (DRM) (Recreated from Blessing &
Chakrabarti 2009)
Below is a detailed description of how the authors applied DRM in the thesis.
Research Clarification (RC)
¾ Found evidence or indications that supported the relevance and significance of
research goal





Searched literature regarding quality, decision making, system
implementation, process management etc. and clarified research aim
Clarified future success of the process management system with our
sponsor and during the operational meetings
Linked research and process management system development
Described current situation, desired outcome and measures/evaluations

Descriptive Study I (DC-1)
¾ Defined influencing factors and developed the initial description of current
situation





Improved task clarification effectively and efficiently
Gained understanding trough empirical data in form of thirteen structured
interviews and eight semi structured interviews extended with four
workshops, all interviews were one hour and the workshops were two
hours for each
Defined characteristics of the entire problem and evaluated during
operational meetings and data analysis, the transcription took about 1 hour
per interview and the analysis took twenty working hours to perform
totally
15

Prescriptive Study (PS)
¾ Corrected and elaborated on the desired situation based on gained understanding




Described how to address the factors to reach the desired outcome
Described possible scenarios by varying the targeted factors
Defined and described how to address the most significant factors
Example: The researchers decide to focus on improving the quality of the
problem definition as the most promising factor to address. Their
argument was that this should reduce the number of modifications, which
in turn should reduce design time, which eventually should shorten timeto-market and increase product success through increased profit.




Developed the design support in a systematic way based on DS-1
Designed and implemented the process management system in form of the
new process map and the new routines

Descriptive Study II (DS-2)
¾ Investigated impacts of implementing the process management system
developed and the ability to realize desired outcome






Tested the process management system through weekly operational
meetings and workshops with small teams of four-five persons and
gathered empirical data during the workshops, the workshops for testing
and evaluating were combined with the educational workshops so totally
the authors held four education and evaluating workshops for two hours
per workshop so totally eight hours for education and evaluation through
workshops
Verified the effect and efficiency in influencing the significant factors by
measures regarding time to access and time to change a routine, measured
by time and clicks with the computer mouse, totally three experiments
Verified the usefulness and usability by evaluation combined with weekly
operational meetings and validation interviews, the interviews for
validation took about ten hours
Described in detail how the desired outcome would be reached by
implementing the process management system developed

2.4.1 Process Design
Structured and semi-structured interviews combined with operational meetings with
professional industry experts and professors extended with review of previous
research helped defining the project (Nets, 2013). Firstly in the research authors goal
was to understand and describe the entire product development process at the R&D
department, (Blessing & Chakrabarti. 2009). Secondly, authors aimed to design a tool
in PS phase that would increase efficiency and improve quality within the technology
R&D department, based on the findings in the DS-1 phase.
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By influencing the positive factors our process management system lead to an
improvement in the process. Tertiary, authors aimed to describe and test how the tool
lead to higher efficiency and better quality by identifying the closest measurable
factor and then linked it to the high level goals in DS-2 phase.
The research was action based meaning interaction with employees and other people
in the project were high. The authors did not only observe on distance or performed
structured interviews. Semi-structured interviews, workshops, operational meetings
and feedback sessions was used to design a feedback loop ensuring talking the same
language, understanding the process and draw conclusions based on observations and
field studies in order to triangulate methods, data and sources (Panarotto 2013).

2.4.2 Goals and Motivation
In a research project there are at least three types of goals. There are personal goals
for the researchers, practical goals imposed by the department or institution and
finally intellectual goals that aim to understand a phenomena or specific questions
(Maxwell J.A. 2005). Regarding personal goals, the authors aimed to gain in-depth
knowledge about the industrial product development process and to increase
potentials for working with these types of processes in the future. Since the authors in
education combined science, engineering and management this project was highly
inspiring and stimulating also from a curious perspective. The goal of developing and
implementing a complete process management system was challenging and
stimulating for the authors as students. The goals for the company was to increase
their efficiency and quality combined with getting new insights and inspiration both
from the academia and other companies within the industry. For BTH this project was
interesting since it tested the capabilities to function as a supportive system for high
performing companies and worked as driver of development and innovation. Also,
since this was a thesis project BTH had the goals to verify the quality of the education
based on fulfillment of requirements from the industry on graduates and future
working force. DRM as methodology was fitted well considered the goals since it
enabled the authors to develop a tangible and feasible artifact relying on scientific
methods and academic criteria. While developed an artifact and also achieved an
academically written report trough the project, the purpose of connecting knowledge
from academia with practical problem solving within industry was accomplished.
Regarding intellectual goals this project investigated how innovation and
standardization was connected and how creativity in general could be supported by
routines and systems.

2.4.3 Validity and Reliability
In order to not become influenced by the culture or being too connected to the people
in the company, which could lead to missing significant findings (Ghauri, Gronhaug
2010), the authors used journals and research diaries that was a tool of evaluation and
received support from the supervisors. Primary data was mainly gathered by
interviews and observations. Secondary data as literature, reports, journals, brochures,
annual reports and research papers was used in order to focus the research area.
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Secondary data was also used for analyzing state-of-the-art and best practices in
management of the product development process.
The authors needed to be careful not revealing ideas based on sensitive information as
paychecks or sales figures or cause anxiety among the people working in the company
in other ways. In order to create trust and improve external validity the authors needed
to analyze the culture in the company and develop an approach that led to motivated
participation and honest answers. It was in the meantime important for the authors to
use objective evaluation parameters through the whole process (Cohen, Manion,
Morrison. 2007).
In this thesis project the authors developed a process management system that was
used by the company thereby it was of highest importance to design a process
management system that would be usable and efficiently implemented. It was
important being able to measure the benefits of using the process management system
and this could have been the difficult part due to the timescale of the project.
Measuring changes in lead times, effect and quality was not always directly
“tangible” and thereby it was important to make correct assumptions and support
them by a thorough literature review and investigations of success factors in order to
in the end connect the intended process management system effects and
characteristics to the constructed set of measurable success criteria. Blessing &
Chakrabarti (2009) suggested defining reference models and impacting models
already at the start.
The main advantage with DRM within this project was that it helped to structure a
scientific method and report while in practice the authors actually delivered a fully
developed and implemented process management system. The authors could
scientifically acquire requirements and desired outcome and the report served as a
design supporting mechanism as well as an academic report with a scientific approach
including viability and reliability aspects. The drawback of the method could have
been that the focus on design implied a focus on meeting customer or company
demands and desires which could have caused difficulties in making a fully scientific
contribution to the research community by selecting areas of research only beneficial
for the company. This was tackled by use of reference models and impact models
based on literature review and state-of-the-art research. By dividing the research in
two research questions the authors aimed to not only rely on action research and
perceived values, furthermore the authors also investigate external aspects as best
practice methods and activities in a more quantitative approach. Still the emphasis in
the project was on qualitative research and not on large-scale quantitative research.
The authors had a focus on investigating how-questions in order to relate to how
specific actions influenced specific results rather than analyzing changes and
dynamics of results from an overall perspective. To secure answering the right
questions the authors relied on an extensive literature review and applied industry
relevant scientific research.
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2.5

Description of Framework for Practical Application

After establishing the research framework, goals for the system and choosing DRM as
method for achieving the results, the authors created a framework for the practical
application at Tarkett AB, a company in the flooring industry. When designing the
practical application process the authors applied parts of the concept of Case Study
Research by Yin (2013).
From the beginning the authors decided to focus on four different areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The employees in the company
The existing local routines and management documents
Certification documents for the local revision
Documents from headquarters with new routines

2.5.1 The Employees in the Company
The authors approach here was to follow how they worked in order to learn if they
followed the routines or not, if the employees wanted to make changes in the routines
and to gather information about how they worked that was not written in the routines.
This was done by physically following the employees during a working day,
interviews and small experiments letting them show the authors how they access and
use for example the existing process map.

2.5.2 The Existing Local Routines and Management Documents
All existing routines and management documents were stored in a document
management platform accessible through all computers at the local plant. The authors
only worked with routines and management documents that were owned by the R&D
department.

2.5.3 Certification Documents for the Local Revision
The existing routines at the local plant were built on a certification system and it was
very important that the authors’ changes did not violate the system because then it
would not pass the local revisions. In order to achieve this, the authors had to
familiarize themselves with the certification documents and obtain great knowledge
about the certification methods.

2.5.4 New Routines From Headquarters
The concern headquarters in Paris use best practice built on reports sent to the
headquarters from local plants after completing each project.
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The reports are reviewed and a best practice is developed in order to optimize the
project management and manufacturing and that means that it continuously arrive
new documents that should be implemented in the local plants. This means not only
that the authors had to get a great understanding of the current document but also that
the authors had to create a platform for future improvements so that they easily can be
implemented in the local plants system and routines.
The key element was to work together with the employees all the time, this method
helped the authors to create an acceptance for the new system given the fact that the
employees felt as a part of the changing process. This helped the authors to implement
the new designations used by the headquarters in Paris order to create a cohesive
language throughout the concern.
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3

State-of-the-Art

In this chapter the authors present results from literature review and the theoretical
framework used in the research and design process.

3.1

Meaning of Quality

According to Taylor and Pearson (1994) quality may be defined as “fitness for use,
conformance to requirements, doing right first time or minimizing defects”. In quality
management it is a specification for a product or service that you can set to have
certain properties as perceived by the customer (Bejerot & Hasselbladh 2002). In
general for all companies the idea is to satisfy the customer. What helps achieving
customer satisfaction is important and what does not help is considered waste. The
activities within the company are thereby organized in proportion to each other
regarding on how they contribute to satisfy the customer.
According to ISO (9001:2008) quality is defined as ”the totality of features and
characteristics of a product or service that bears its ability to satisfy stated or implied
needs”. In manufacturing defects are damaging reputation and trust for the company.
Quality excellence is thereby in manufacturing considered as no defects in products
and no quality deviations in production process.

3.1.1 Quality Parameters
Marketed products, good or services, are outputs from internal activities within an
organization (Sandholm 2000). There are also products and artifacts within companies
that are not marketed; they create organizational value and employee value, for
instance management tools and systems. It could also be reports, schedules, charts,
maps etc. Nevertheless if it is a tool within an organization or a product on the market
it’s quality can be described as its “fitness for use”.
Products and processers are develop in order to satisfy the customers and can be
measured by the level of customer expectation, requirements or needs satisfied. If the
product specifications demanded from the customer is not fulfilled the product will be
considered as being of poor quality (Dale & Bunney 1999). Products can differ in
specification quality and conformance quality. The level of conformance is
determined by how well it satisfies a need and specification quality measures if the
function is solving the intended problem or task. When two functionally equal
products satisfy the same needs although vary in design or the way it satisfy the need
it is a variation in specification quality and if the products vary in level of functional
achievement it is considered as a difference in conformance quality (Sandholm 2000).
In order to distinguish quality parameters and measure quality it is needed to analyze
and identify the core elements in the product offer (Taylor and Pearson 1994). The
first action is to identify all the details of the product that company is delivering and
in which way it satisfies the customers needs.
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This information needs to be translated into parameters in a cross-functional approach
that will primarily build on what type of product and industry you are operating
within. For instance if the product is mechanic or electronic the customer needs need
to be translated into terms of functionality, performance, reliability, safety and design.
If the products are of for example consisting of plastics or the business is operating
within the pharmaceutical industry the quality terms must also relate to chemical
characteristics, medical effects, toxicity and disposal. Audits can be initiated by
requirements on certification, public authority and laws, customer requirements,
managerial needs or identified quality problems. Quality systems, product quality and
process quality are areas regularly audited according to Sandholm (2000):

3.2

Quality in Manufacturing Industry

In 1950 the defense forces in the USA started to practice quality assurance (Sandholm
2000). Due to specific requirements and conformity need the force had to assure they
received right quality from suppliers. They had their own inspection and test
department, which required resources that could be more beneficial if placed within
the core task of the force. Thereby they developed a kind of standard consisting of
specifications and activities that the suppliers needed to perform in order to assure
quality in products and services provided. The specification plan, called MIL-Q9858A was issued 1959 and became the origin of the ISO (9001:2008), which is a
part of the current international standards within quality systems. (National Tooling &
Machining Association 1997). According to ISO (9001:2008) a requirement for
standardization can be stated by the customers in form of a need or expectation or be
a mandatory requirement from the government regarding for instance environmental
or other law aspects.

3.2.1 Management System of Quality
According to (Holmgren, 2005) a management system of quality aims to:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Clarify work procedure and responsibility
Improve costumer and supplier relations
Increase the quality awareness among the personnel
Provide management with information for fact based decisions
Enable a continuous work of improvement
Increase product quality assurance activities

The objectives for implementing standardization programs can be divided in several
categories as:
x
x
x
x

Protection of the customer (user)
Environment
Safety
Health
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The use of some standards is mandatory since the government regulates them ISO
(9004:2009). Objective not originating by law or regulations may be:
Facilitation of trade
x Rationalization and/or control of variability
x Transfer of technology
x Customer oriented fitness for purpose
x Operational efficiency

3.2.2 Lean and Six Sigma to Foster Quality Management
Lean is a concept for developing efficient flows of materials and information in the
process of value creation in business. The internal goal for companies is to
continuously increase efficiency while satisfying customers. The activities within the
company that are not bringing value are being eliminated since they contribute to
wasting resources as time, which could be spent on activities that create value for the
customers.
Lean was according to Sörqvist (2013) intensively developed 20 years ago and is
originating from Japanese quality philosophies, like Just-In-Time (JIT). Six Sigma is
a concept often discussed in comparison with lean. These two concepts share several
elements. While the concept of lean focuses on process and flow development, Six
Sigma focuses on specific problem solving and improvement projects. According to
Sörqvist (2013) Sig Sigma is a systematic improvement concepts based on clearly
defined role structure and standardized work procedures. An integration of Lean and
Six Sigma is called Lean Sig Sigma and often used when designing manufacturing
process improvement programs. Six Sigma’s mental model of a process is starting
with customer demand and through various controls and noise factors yields in
customer satisfaction.
Input
(Controllable)

PROCESS

Output (y)

Input (Noise)

Figure 3: A scheme of a process with input and output. Recreated from (Magnusson,
Kroslid & Bergman 2004).
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In the main toolbox of Six Sigma there are seven Quality Control (QC) tool and a
flow chart. The seven tools are used to identify, analyze and plan actions towards
quality improvement through numerical data while the flow chart is a key method for
identifying the value stream (Magnusson, Kroslid & Bergman 2004).
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Check Sheet
Histogram
Pareto Chart
Cause-effect diagram
Stratification
Scatter Plot
Control Chart
Flow Chart

- Data collection
- Data sorting
- Improvement prioritization
- Root-cause analysis
- Data categorization
- Analyzing variables and correlation
- Visualize data and measurement
- Visualization flow of information/materials

3.2.3 Toyota Production System
Toyota Production System (TPS), also referenced as “Toyota Way” is the way Toyota
Motor Corporation implemented the Lean concept in their company (Liker 2004).
Companies thriving towards implementing Lean often use TPS for orientation and
guidance. Terms like kaizen, muda, kanban and poka yoke are well known Lean
principles originating from TPS. The core in TPS is that instead of aiming for mass
production TPS focus on satisfying needs of customers. In the processes flow is
created based on customer value creation.
Toyota Way by Liker (2004) is describing a philosophy and methods for resource
efficiency in production and quality development. The core of the concept is the 4P’s:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Philosophy
Process
People and Partners
Problem Solving

(Long-term thinking)
(Eliminate Waste)
(Respect, challenge and grow them)
(Continuous improvement and learning)

The most recognizable symbol of TPS is the “TPS house diagram”:
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Figure 4: The Toyota Production System (Liker 2004)
As illustrated in the diagram there are several tools to apply for waste reduction,
which strongly highlighted within lean implementation. Liker (2004) describes eight
types of waste:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Overproduction
Waiting (time)
Unnecessary transport or conveyance
Over processing or incorrect processing
Excess inventory
Unnecessary movement
Defects
Unused employee creativity

3.2.4 World Class Manufacturing
World Class Manufacturing (WCM) was developed in 1980’s when the interest in
Japanese quality and production philosophy was growing in the western world
(Sörqvist 2013). The concept was developed before lean and a large collection of
tools from WCM was further developed and spread by Lean, for instance JIT, leadtime optimization and customer orientation. 1986 Richard Shonberger introduced his
book on the subject that grew a big interest in Sweden in 1980’s. According to
Schonberger (1986) World Class Manufacturing is “Continuous Improvement – In the
Eye of the Customer”.
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WCM is among other concepts integrating JIT production, Total Quality Control
(TQC), statistical process control, manufacturing cells and employee involvement. In
performance measurement and evaluation WCM is according to Holloway (1995)
considered a tool for measuring factory performance with strong emphasis on shopfloor management.
In the concept of WCM there are ten technical pillars accompanied by ten managerial
pillars illustrated by a temple (Felice, Petrillo & Monfreda, 2013). Murino, Naviglio,
Romano, Guerra, Revetria, Mosca & Casseratti (2012) highlights that WCM is
embracing safety in every pillar, focusing on zero accidents, which is something that
in traditional Lean systems is not extensively considering.

Figure 5: The World Class Manufacturing pillars at Chrysler (Netland, T 2013)
According to Felice, Petrillo & Monfreda (2013) WCM is a structured and integrated
production system that encompasses all the processes of the plant including the
security environment from maintenance to logistics and quality. Below is a figure
illustrating a WCM program made by Prof. Hajime Yamashima 2005 at the Fiat
Group Automobiles.
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Figure 6: WCM program at the Fiat Group Automobiles 2005. Felice, Petrillo &
Monfreda (2013).

3.3

Towards Total Quality Management

The Total Quality Management (TQM) concept has evolved to include all internal
processes and functions in the organization and involves all employees. Quality is
considered in a broader perspective than purely product quality. Companies
implement TQM programs to involve all departments in thriving towards high quality
in all processes to achieve efficiency and profitability (Sandholm 2000).
TQM
Top
Management’s
Leadership
Product Liability
Quality Assurance
Total Quality Control
Reliability
Inspection

1920

Statistical Quality Control

1940

1960

1980

Figure 7: Development in quality (Sandholm 2000).
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2000

The difference between working with traditional reactive measures on defects and
control the productions results, in TQM companies focus both on production of
products and all the supplementary services included in the manufacturing and
delivery of products. The wide focus enables moving from reactive to proactive
measures including all the internal processes and functions existing from order to
final delivery. This means involving all departments and all employees since they all
effects the final results of the company. There is a shift from operational quality
control by a specific quality department to a more decentralized responsibility and
procedure for ensuring quality. The shift in the organization of quality measures
means that companies work proactively to detect possible defects in early steps of the
process instead of controlling and correcting mistakes at production line. Quality
activities within the company should be planned and based on defined needs,
expectations and requirements from the customers (Dale & Bunny, 1999) from the
beginning of product development.
The first step towards total quality is to define what the customers need (Pahl &
Beinz). Anyone who is affected by a set of activities related to a product is regarded
as a customer, regardless if inside or outside the company. When discussing market
aspects customers are considered as external customers.
In order to define customer needs Lindstedt & Burenius (2003) use the Kano Model.
The Kano model divides needs into three different categories:
1. Basic needs
2. Performance needs
3. Excitement needs

(Must-be requirements)
(Satisfaction increasing needs)
(Highly attractive needs)

In order to create unrivalled customer value companies desire to develop functions on
the line of excitement before competitors do or better than competitors do regarding
function and/or cost.

Figure 8: The Kano Model (Shahin & Zaire 2009).
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3.3.1 Quality Management
When companies realizes there is a need for developing management systems there is
a typical procedure that follows. Top management initiates a system development
project, determines focus, sets goals and identifies processes to improve
(Alexandersson, M.C. Almhem, L. Rönnberg, K 2012). The next step is to analyze the
current situation regarding process functions, materials/information flow and value
streams. When the mapping of current situation is done problem descriptions are
established and solutions designed for improving the situation. The new process is
documented and a system for process monitoring and future improvements is created.
According to ISO (9004:2009) to successfully manage an organization it needs to be
managed systematically and visually. In the above-mentioned standard there are eight
quality management principles for higher management to implement:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Customer focus
Leadership
Employees commitment
Process Orientation
Holistic leadership approach
Continuous improvement
Decisions based on facts
Mutually beneficial relationships with suppliers

All functions in the company have the same target of satisfying the customers by
achieving total quality. Quality managers in companies have according to Sandholm
(2000) the responsibility to secure actions upon:
x
x
x

Formal complaints from employees or customers
Spontaneous reactions and comments on products
Information from questionnaires, surveys and interviews

3.3.2 Quality Management Evaluation
The European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) has developed a system
for measuring quality management excellence used when evaluating companies for
the European Quality Award. The model is based in eight fundamental concepts
(EFQM 2012):
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Figure 9: Fundamental Concepts of Excellence (EFQM 2012)
The EFQM Excellence Model consists of five enablers and four result areas. The
picture below illustrates the criteria structure:

Figure 10: The EFQM Excellence Model (EFQM 2012)

3.4

Quality in R&D

The R&D process is a process starting with an idea, concept or need (Ulrich &
Eppinger 2007). The output is a model or recipe for a new or improved product
(Hammer 1996). The R&D process is a way for companies to develop innovative
methods and products.
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3.4.1 Process Objectives
In the process of R&D there are several key competence profiles collaborating to
create value. It is a cross-functional process where scientists and engineers provides
the required technological knowledge for creating new technical solutions, economist
calculates the return on investment and alternatives of financing the development
while marketing experts describe what the customers are asking for. The challenge
within R&D is to successfully translate the customer needs into product requirements
that satisfy the needs and manufacture a feasible product that when released on the
market will be purchased by the customers for the calculated price (Lindstedt &
Burenius 2003) When this dynamic process succeeds it generates increased profit,
otherwise it is a cost for the company (Hammer 1996).

3.4.2 Organizational Structure
A recognized model for organizing innovative R&D processes is called the chain-link
model by Kline and Rosenberg (1986).

Figure 11: The Chain-Linked Model (Kline & Rosenberg 1986)
According to the Oslo Manual (2005) the chain-link model is a concept for innovation
by interaction between market opportunities and the firm’s knowledge. The model is
linking research with knowledge that is further on linked to the functions that serve as
sub-processes in R&D. The outcomes of the sub-processes are highly uncertain and
there are feedback loops between all the functions.
According to Kline and Rosenberg (1986) the key to success for innovative firms is
how efficiently they manage the links and level of interaction between all the
functions. The innovation process is a complex process with high level of variety
where R&D operates as a problem-solving institution.

3.4.3 Concurrent Engineering
The concept of Concurrent Engineering (CE) is an organized methodology for
integrating different functions of a company in the same development process
simultaneously.
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The collaboration is performed in cross-functional teams, aiming is to enable
communication between for instance engineers and economists to collaborate quicker
and earlier in the process to synchronize work. Also logistics, marketing and
production departments among other departments in a company are synchronized
simultaneously in the process. In R&D the collaboration with market and design
departments is crucial considering commercialization of technology.
Smith (1998) use a definition for CE originating from a military contract report:
“Concurrent engineering is a systematic approach to the integrated, concurrent design
of products and their related processes, including manufacture and support. This
approach is intended to cause the developers, from the outset, to consider all elements
of product life cycle from conception through disposal, including quality, cost,
schedule and user requirements”.
According to Ottosson (2002) in 1980’s the concept Simultaneous Engineering was
used to describe the same kind of thinking as CE. In 1985 Fredy Olsson introduced
the model called Integrated Product Development (IPD) aiming to organize all
divisions to work in parallel (Olsson 1995). The model was further developed by
Andreasen and Hein (1987) into a model with parallel, predefined processes that are
depending on synchronization between departments.

Figure 12: Simultanous Engineering Process (Andreasen and Hein 1987).

3.4.4 Designing the Product Development Process
In 2011 (Unger & Eppinger) performed a research project to evaluate the original
model for Product Design and Development developed by Ulrich and Eppinger
(2007). The aim for the study was to investigate how companies work in the area of
product development focusing on development time, risk management and improved
quality. The original model (Ulrich & Eppinger 2007) discussed the importance of
using models for decision making supporting individual needs rather than being based
on traditional ideologies, a stage gate process was introduced. In the study it was
found that companies are moving towards a more spiral process than traditional stage
gate processes in order to increase iteration and minimize cost of late changes. The
stage gate process focuses on working within one stage at a time and reviewing the
work at the gates.
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Figure 13: A staged product development process (Unger & Eppinger 2011)
The progressing spiral process is beneficial regarding level of iterations, interaction of
functions and feedback. It is difficult for companies to use since it requires high
managerial attention and risks to become to advance than needed for less heavy
projects, which leads to wasting resources. Unger and Eppinger (2011) use a process
model from Xerox as an example.

Figure 14: A spiral product development process (Unger & Eppinger 2011)
Unger and Eppinger (2011) recommend companies to design product development
process based on calculation of risk, need of iteration and need for reviews. The
model below provides guidance for designing the process:
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Figure 15: PDP comparison based on common review and iteration characteristics.
(Unger & Eppinger 2011)

3.4.5 Managing Flow for Increased Efficiency in R&D
Knowledge and expertise within quality deployment is mostly gained and built-up
from production plants and manufacturing departments. An R&D unit share same
vision of flow and have the same mission to increase efficiency as in production. Due
to difference in process characteristics the main differences are managing variability
and flow of information in R&D rather than materials in Production. The idea of
using traditional and well-established quality tools for all the departments in a
company is an idea of creating a culture of continuous improvement and efficiency
optimization (Stahl, 1995). When quality deployment starts to get focused upon
within R&D the same principles and tools as in production are often applied
straightforwardly not leading to same increase in efficiency. To assure quality and
develop flow in R&D the aspects below need to be taken in consideration (Reinertsen
2009):
x
x
x
x
x
x

Design in Process (DIP) Inventory
Batch Sizes
Cadence
Capacity Utilization
Feedback loops
Flexibility
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3.4.6 Managing Variability and Scope
The innovation process may be spread over different projects creating sub-processes.
The number of improvements planned within the project determines the scope and
should be carefully planned to manage capacity utilization. When implementing
phases and gates it is important not to get stuck in a phase too long if all deliverables
are not done. Dependency of deliverables needs to be managed otherwise the batch
sizes tend to get big and cause long cycle times. Instead of managing timelines queues
may be more efficient to manage (Reinertsen 2009).
In order to define product requirements early in the process some of them need to be
determined, although it is beneficial not to define all the requirements in the
beginning of the process. They need to be modified according to test results and
upcoming ideas otherwise the batch size increases while the work may not be value
adding (Lindstedt & Burenius 2003). The more high-risk subsystems a product has
the more frequent testing is important to decrease risk in the development process.
Short build-test cycles make results more predictable and easier to schedule
construction and verification (Kumar & Boyle 2001).
Product design and requirements need to have a feedback loop. There is different kind
of requirement and the possibilities to navigate depend on the type, thereby
requirements should progressively be locked down along the process (Ottosson 1999).
Frequent design reviews are performed in order to provide feedback and plan the
future work based on the current situation. High level planning may be developed for
the whole project although detailed planning should be kept to as short time-horizons
as possible too have a high reliability and to enable management of variability. To
learn from the process it needs reflection and reviewing the whole project in the end is
causing one big batch hard to analyze. Frequent or periodical reviews and analysis on
methods and activities enables information becoming available earlier and provides a
more in-depth analysis while it is cost-efficient to make changes or improvements
(Wood & McCamey 1993).

3.4.7 Dynamics and Modularity in R&D
The needs, scopes and missions of different projects within R&D can differ widely.
Different projects require different amount of time, resources, feedback and
engineering thereby it is important that the R&D process provides different possible
routes. The concept of Dynamic Product Development (DPD), Ottosson (1994),
describes that development projects in order to achieve high quality products must put
the user/customer in focus. Accordingly to needs and requirements managers should
navigate dynamically among tools and methods to trough the project satisfy the
user/customer on time with efficient resource utilization and sustainability aspects
integrated.
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Sobek II, Ward, Liker (1999) state that many companies are looking for a process
cook book for design, that guarantees high performance and quality if properly
executed. By studying Toyotas set-based concurrent engineering Sobek II, Ward,
Liker (1999) has discovered that it is not the steps or recipes that should be replicated
in new projects, it is rather the principles and corporate best practice. A process
system should according to Sobek II, Ward, Liker (1999) enable variation and
creativity based on principles established for a specific process in the company.
The linearity of a process does not mean that every project needs to follow the same
exact path (Smith & Reinersten 1991). There is tacit knowledge and corporate best
practice that can increase efficiency and flow more than strictly following a
standardized process. A toolbox needs to be modular and enable the manager to pick
the tools needed when needed. A structured process gives stability and manages the
complexity also in creative design activities, although the process must be modified to
suit the specific project, timeline and organization (Landqvist 1994). Information and
facts are coordinated and sorted though tools assigned for specific part or processes in
a design project. Tools used in two different projects may differ even if the project
typology is the same due to variations in time, amount of information and resources.
A process map thereby reflects the patterns of processes and projects in order to
standardize a best practice model to use as support in the upcoming projects
(Alexandersson, Almhem, Rönnberg, Väggö 2012). The process map in R&D is
supposed to work as mental model of a process flow and value stream. By
standardizing the detailed parts of development as testing or verification engineers
and designers can use those as tools for creating the modular process. On high-level
project planning flexibility is enabling managerial space in order to navigate through
risks and issues towards a deliverable on time (Reinertsen 2009).

3.4.8 Quality Assurance in R&D
The need for a framework within quality assurance in R&D is highly important to
develop according to the company specific R&D process characteristics (Camann &
Kleiböhmer 1998). The principle regarding variability in production means that
everything deviating from the standard is causing quality and efficiency. For R&D
this is not the same since if variation is eliminating also the innovation capacity is
eliminated which is against the thriving towards increased profitability since new
product offers will not be launched. Without managing variability companies cannot
innovate, changes in design and functionality are needed in order to add value
(Vermaercke 2000). Companies need to minimize economic impact due to variability
not the variability itself. By front-loading companies can navigate through the
variability and do not have to stick to the original plan if the cost/benefit ratio shows
increased profit trough deviations from the plan. Using checklists and quick
evaluation of information increases the probability to make good economic choices
(Reinertssen 2009).
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3.4.9 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
In R&D it is necessary to sequence the risk reduction. The activities that eliminate the
highest risks for the lowest cost should according to Reinertsen (2009) be performed
early on. FMEA stands for Failure Modes and Effects Analysis and is a tool for
engineers, designers and managers to proactively identify and avoid risks. FMEA
helps to evaluate risks on projects, systems, products, process or equipment. A
Failure Mode is the way in which the component, subassembly, product, input, or
process could fail to perform its intended function (Abdelkader & Kadi 1994). Failure
modes may be the result of upstream operations or may cause downstream operations
to fail (Cagliano, Grimaldi & Rafele 2014).
Basic Definitions in FMEA (Mikulak, McDermott & Beauregard (2009):
Function
A measurable characteristic of the product, which allows one or several expectations
from the stakeholders to be met. Each function is defined with a nominal value and
tolerances.
Failure
The loss (full or partial) of an intended function under stated conditions.
Failure mode
The manner by which a failure is observed; it generally describes the way the failure
occurs.
Failure effect
Immediate consequences of a failure on operation, function or functionality, or status
of some item
Failure cause
Defects in design, manufacturing, logistics, installation or maintenance, which are the
underlying cause of the failure or that initiate a process that leads to failure.
Severity
The consequences of a failure mode. Severity considers the worst potential
consequence of a failure, determined by the degree of injury, property damage, or
system damage that could ultimately occur.
Frequency
The frequency at which the failure mode has occurred in the past or the probability
that it occurs in the future
Detection
The easiness to detect the failure mode
In R&D FMEA is used early in the product or process improvement investigation
when existing designs or processes are being changed or when carry-over designs are
used in new applications.
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It is optimal apply FMEA after system, product, or process functions are defined, but
before specific hardware is selected or released to manufacturing (Dudek-Burlowska
2011). For instance when a manager is responsible for moving a manufacturing
operation to a new facility, the manager wants to be sure the move goes as smoothly
as possible and that there are no surprises. Another application is when performing a
supplier change and sourcing a component from another supplier than the current one.
A risk is an event which has not occurred yet, but which is considered as likely to
happen, with various degrees of likelihood (Abdelkader & Kadi 1994). When high
level of risk is identified, an action plan is taken either to suppress the risk or to
minimize its impact.

3.4.9.1

Bottlenecks and efficiency in R&D

Work in Progress (WIP) is used for measuring queues in R&D (Smith & Reinertsen
1991). WIP is physically invisible why it is important to manage it. The same goes for
design in progress (DIP) (Reinertsen 2009). In R&D there are several areas known for
causing queues and risking to become bottlenecks in the process:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Marketing input
Information analysis
Design, testing & prototyping
Purchasing
Management reviews
Deliveries to manufacturing
Specialists interactions

In manufacturing value is created every time the same product is produced according
to right quality, cost and time. Product development processes are on the other hand
creating recipes for products. If the same recipe is created twice no new economic
value adding is being made. In order to create a new recipe information needs to be
gained by testing and simulating different possible outcomes. The same efficiency
objectives as in manufacturing are essential in R&D. Designing right quality, on
budget and on time is the main goal (Kumar & Boyle 2001). Thereby in the R&D
process it is needed to transform the effect of variability into tangible information,
which is done by calculating risk and possible profit (Wood & McCamey 1996).
Calculations on expected monetary value (EMV) can be done by examining
investment costs, Return on Investment (ROI) and probability in order to take rational
risks.

3.5

Implementing Quality Management System in R&D

A management system is generically divided in phases and elements within a business
process. The definition for management system used by ISO (9004:2009) is:
“A set of procedures, processes and guidelines which are used to ensure an
organization is progressing towards its stated goals”.
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The overall governing element in a management system is the organization’s vision
and business strategy. When the business process is identified and visualized, then
process management, monitoring and action plans are developed as elements within
the management system (Alexandersson, Almhem, Rönnberg, Väggö 2012). Tools
used within the management systems are depending on type of organization, phase of
development and strategic focus. The product development process is required to
specifically govern these particular areas:
x
x
x
x

Quality goals and requirements regarding products
Product specific processes, governing documents and resources
Activities for validation, verification, control, testing and setting up product
acceptance criteria
Records and documents securing the process and result achievement

All the parts within a quality managements system regarding product development
process needs to be represented in the organizations quality plan. The level of details
in the plan is regulated by the ISO (9004:2009) standards and requirements.
The quality plan needs to demonstrate and ensure the construction and development
of products. To clearly specify how this work is performed a quality plan needs to
include:
x
x
x
x

Phases in the constructions and development process
Methods to review, verify and validate each step in the process
Responsibility and authority within the process
Methods and procedures to correct deviations

According to ISO (9001:2008) Customer satisfaction is the core indicator if the
process is value adding and efficient. As a measurement method for quality,
especially in R&D, the organization needs to establish a procedure for measuring
customer satisfaction that will confirm if the customers are receiving the right
functionality in products according to the needs and agreements.
When implementing a management system it means that organizational change and
learning is activated. Interactions between the organizational processes with
individuals are crucial for building an effective value adding system (Senge 1990).
Management is not only focusing on processes it also consists of the aspects within
personal goals, purpose and motivation. If trust within an organization is not
achieved the system, checklists and structures cannot be implemented and utilized
properly. The aim of management systems is to enable actions and monitor progress.
Individuals within the company need to feel a value adding by using management
tools, otherwise the risk is to arouse feelings of being monitored and controlled as an
individual instead of using the tool to enhance work process (Ericsson 2010).

3.5.1 Business Process Reengineering
1993 Hammer and Champy introduced the term Business Process Reengineering
(BPR), (Hammer 1996).
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The concept of BPR involves a radical change in a process in order to improve
performance on cost, time and quality (Alexandersson, Almhem, Rönnberg, Väggö
2012). In 1980 companies like Ford Motor Company, Texas Instruments and Taco
Bell initiated business improvement programs due to increased global competition
and narrower requirements from customers. The traditional methods used in
development, manufacturing, sales and service was no longer efficient enough. The
first challenge was to increase quality and service in order of increasing sales. Second
challenge was to decrease all kind of costs to increase profitability. There was no time
for long-term improvement since the market share losses required immediate change,
which led to radical reorganization of the whole business process. Changing a
business process automatically means changing routines and working procedures for
employees. The new mind-set that was required to go along with the changes became
termed as process orientation (Dale & Bunney 1999). Hammer (1996) defined the
term process as “a complete chain of activities that together creates value for the
customer”. The difference between process orientation and traditional thinking
originating from 2nd industrial revolution is that the improvement is focused on
process flow and not maximization of independent work elements.

3.5.2 Sustainability in Business Processes
By designing for sustainable development Lyle (1994) refers to conceiving and
shaping complex systems. Design is according to Lyle also a place where society and
technology meet. The concept of regeneration is originating from environmental
science when describing organic renewal of complex life in the soil, although the
principles of self-renewal can be applied equally to all systems that support life. The
concept of Cradle-to-Cradle, an approach used for designing products and systems,
was influenced and built upon the principles of self-renewal and closed loop of
material flow (McDonough 2002).
Organizations are part of a bigger social and ecological system connected to the
whole system and other organization through a complex scheme of relations. By
mapping the organization and its processes it enables to identify flows of energy and
resources (Senge 1990).
According to the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) (Robért
2000) organizations are parts of society and need in order to be sustainable align with
the basic conditions for sustainable development and the Sustainability Principles by
(Robért 2000):
1. Eliminating the organization’s contribution to systematic increases in
concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust.
2. Eliminating the organization’s contribution to systematic increases in
concentration of substances produces by society.
3. Eliminating the organization’s contribution to systematic physical degradation
of nature.
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4. Eliminating the organization’s contributing to the undermining of people’s
capacities to meet their needs worldwide.

3.5.3 Sustainable Work Systems
When processes are being designed, working conditions in companies are important
to take into consideration. When analyzing business processes it is essential to take
into consideration cyclical flows of resources and bear in mind that the sustainable
success in business processes depend mainly on employees well being. Stress is the
most common disorder within knowledge-based project work causing negative effects
on health and high costs for the company (Ericson 2010).
The concept of Sustainable Work Systems was introduced by Docherty, Kira & Shani
(2009). Sustainable Work systems aims to focus on process design instead of
traditional industrial structural design of organizations. Research findings within the
area shows that process design in businesses help to organize a continuous and
dynamic workflow for employees. According to Kira & Shani (2009) process
orientation is bringing competitive advantages and enabling the regeneration and
development of invested human resources. Proactive development of sustainable
work conditions is thereby a way to enhance energy and motivation among
employees. Organization focusing on improving processes by empowering teams
creativity, efficiency and long-term profitability are aiming to achieve regenerative
work conditions. By thriving towards regenerative work conditions companies are
moving towards a working environment described in the concept Sense of Coherence
(SoC), introduced by Antonovsky (1987). Antonovsky (1987) discovered that in
order to deal with high workload and stress in a constructive and healthy way,
employees need to perceive the work as comprehensible, manageable and meaningful.

3.5.4 Quality Implementation Phases
According to Sandholm (2000) there are five main development phases recognized in
western world organizations implementing a quality system:
1. Dormant
Company executives initiate a system development. The employees are not
motivated to be involved in the quality system. Low stimulation since the
profitability in the company is on an acceptable level.
2. Awakening
Competition on the market increases radically. Company loses market shares
and profit declines.
3. Groping
An emergency rescue plan is developed. The company realizes that they must
increase the quality in order to stabilize and increase profit.
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A search for a quality program is initiated and randomly selected well-known
tools are starting to get implemented.
4. Action
The random methods are helping, although the result is only increasing
slightly and does not help the company to expand. Now the company starts to
develop a long-term strategic plan for quality.
5. Maturity
Quality is finally integrated in every department and project within the
company. All employees are aware and trained to use tools and actively assure
quality in every step and procedure. A learning culture has been developed
and teams are working cross-functionally to solve complex problems and learn
from each other in order to spread expertise and company know-how.
When implementing a quality system the corporate management needs to be aware of
the change process factors affecting the employees regarding work methodology,
decision processes and communication tools (Liker 2004). People in the company and
partners are essential for the organizational structure to empower respects and
teamwork. There is a difference between countries and also different companies
regarding culture and psychological needs. A factor highly important in the change
process is the level of discipline and motivation (Svedberg 2007). For instance, a tool
being developed in a culture of strong discipline and hierarchical organization model,
cannot be directly implemented in a company were creativity and entrepreneurship is
being stimulated and awarded. In the later case the tools need to be translated, trained
and established through participatory implementation (Stranne 2004).

3.5.5 Focusing on Quality with Process Orientation
All companies have a business process with one specific activity starting it and
another finalizing it. In every process there is someone delivering and transforming
input to someone receiving the output. The basic meaning of a process is a chain of
linked activities that takes place continuously and is repeatable (Sandholm 2010). The
main difference between a project and a process is that a process does not have a
predetermined time-based delivery date, it is meant to have a continuous flow
(Alexandersson, Almhem, Rönnberg, Väggö 2012). Since the process will determine
if the company will deliver high or low quality along with satisfying the customers
and stakeholders requirements, it is desirable to continuously improve the process in
order to find more efficient and value adding activities while eliminating the wasting
of resources (Liker 2004).
The activities in the process are determining how the product will be manufactured
and the quality of it. Thereby it is of highest importance to coordinate the work force
to work synchronized and efficiently as one unit. Communication between
employees, departments and systems is a core factor for managing the flow of
materials and information along the process. There are three main process categories
depending on the function of it (Dale & Bunney 1999):
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1. Head/main process
- - Highest level on a company process map describing the overall business
process
2. Sub/support process
- A process that is a part of a higher level process typically describing the
process within a department or business unit
3. Activity
- A predefined work task or routine within a process
There is also a division of processes types regarding value and importance of the
process. The processes of highest value within a company are considered key
processes or executive processes (Alexandersson, Almhem, Rönnberg, Väggö 2012).
Traditional steps in implementing process orientation in a company according to
(Sandholm 2000):
1. Define and name the processes
It is crucial to define the real value adding processes to the make the structure
and links between main and sub processes. This needs to be performed from a
horizontal perspective as an observer from outside the company.
2. Create awareness of processes and roles
The key to successful processes is that everybody is aware of and involved in
the process. The main processes should have specific owners and the sub
processes needs to have clearly defined deliverables to the main process.
3. Measure the processes
The company needs to define relevant ways and tools for measuring the
performance of the processes and every process needs to have it’s own method
for measurement. All processes need to take the customers in consideration
when measuring performance.
4. Control the processes
The company’s leaders are responsible for optimizing and continuously
improve the processes. By actively measuring and managing Key Performance
Indicators (KPI’s) the processes can be controlled and managed to respond on
changes and strive towards increased work efficiency.

3.5.6 Managing and Designing Processes
The different processes within a company need to have a responsible manager, called
process manager, replacing the role of middle-level managers or in some cases even
the department manager (Hammer 1993).
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The mission for the process managers is to design and measure processes, coach
employees working in process and represents the process. As the company is thriving
towards less function oriented management and implementing process orientation
employees need to develop skills to work more independent, take on wider
responsibility areas, collaborate cross-functionally and make own decisions on a daily
basis.
With process orientation the need of synchronizing functions is higher although the
control of daily work is not needed since parts not delivered in a flow-based process is
immediately exposed (Dale & Bunney 1999). Work is organized towards deadlines
and if assigned tasks are not delivered they will cause the process to stop if it is a
severe deviation, if minor it will decrease the quality or cause re-work later on.
Thereby the responsibility of the process manager is to design an agreed upon and
well planned process that with sufficient coaching the employees will be able to
deliver according to requirements and deadlines. Instead of controlling that
assignments are being done, the manager controls process metrics like Key
Performance Indexes (KPI) and Key Performance Activities (KPA) in order to work
proactively and support the employees were there is risk or gap in process (Hammar
1996).

3.5.6.1

Continuous Learning

A strong key to success in management processes is continuous learning. In order to
make progress towards success the organization must constantly change and this is an
essential part in adaptation. “The organizations that will truly excel in the future will
be the organizations that discover how to tap people´s commitment and capacity to
learn at all levels in an organization.” Senge (1990)
Learning is far from only required for adaptation; it is also a basic human need in
form of participation and understanding, Max-Neef (1997).

3.5.6.2

Tacit Knowledge

Tacit knowledge can have different meanings and is sometimes very abstract. The
authors define here tacit knowledge as expressed by Polany (1958); a way to obtain
knowledge, the way people know that things work. Even without mentioned or
documented people know that this is the exact way of doing things; that is tacit
knowledge according to Polany (1958). Later on theories came that tacit knowledge
also could be called implied knowledge and implied knowledge is often used as a
synonym to tacit knowledge, Grensjö (2003). These theories where stated in order to
keep the real meaning of tacit knowledge because in modern society some authors
used the term silent knowledge which according to Grenjsö (1958), did not give tacit
knowledge the right meaning.
In order to document tacit knowledge it must first be extracted to explicit knowledge,
first then it is possible to document the knowledge and that is what every company
should be trying to achieve.
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”Explicit knowledge is what most of us in education have long since regarded as the
most important form of knowledge and, in Western societies at least, it has been
credited with and scientific progress. Explicit knowledge can be formally stated and is
“relatively easy to codify, document, transfer, share and communicate” (Graeme
2006).
All tacit knowledge is according to Graeme (2006) longing to be explicit knowledge
meaning it can be carried on with the help of documents, articles and conversations.
But in order to become explicit knowledge the company must create a tool for this
and the tool must be known and accessible for all employees, first then it can be done
in an effective way.

3.5.6.3

User-Centered Process Design to Stimulate Proactivity

Interaction between humans, work procedures and resources is important to design in
coherence in order to create a sustainable work system where the employees are able
and motivated to perform their best (Karasek & Theorell, 1990). Working in selfgoverning cross-functional teams is increasing efficiency if an understanding of the
processes is high (Hyypiä & Parjanen, S 2013). In TQM proactivity is a core element
and for stimulating teams to work proactively routines and processes needs to be
carefully designed to be easy to follow (Alexandersson, Almhem, Rönnberg, Väggö
2012A balance between the external organizational conditions and internal
psychological functions are essential in order to create effective and high performing
management systems. According to (ISO 9241-210:2010) there are four fundamental
principles defining Human Centered Design Process for Interactive Systems:
1. Active involvement of users and a clear understanding of user needs and task
requirements
2. Appropriate allocation of function between user and technology
3. Iteration of design solutions
4. Interdisciplinary design
When applying user centered system design the future users of the systems become
the final decision makers through the whole development process. The users decide
upon goals for the organization and designer translates them into system requirements
(Gulliksen & Göransson 2002). The importance of early involvement and continuous
feedback is essential for designing a user-centered system. The development should
be evolutionary meaning that changes are performed incrementally and iteratively.
Prototypes function as tools for visualization and documentation of the design process
enabling interaction. The design project should have explicit design activities where
participation is high from users and criteria’s are set and evaluated for the design. An
interdisciplinary approach and locally agreed modifications increases the robustness
of the system.
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3.5.6.4

Process Mapping Techniques

A process map is used to visualize process flow of activities and decisions. It is a key
tool when developing information systems. A process map enables the graphical
presentation of the connection between processes, activities, routines and tools
(Magnusson, Kroslid & Bergman 2004).
The typical steps for process mapping are to firstly define the activities within the
process and secondly map the activities according to correlation between them. Prior
to process mapping the start and end of a process needs to be agreed upon.

D

A

B

B
C
D
A

C

Figure 16: Process Mapping. Recreated from (Alexandersson, M.C. Almhem, L.
Rönnberg, K 2012)
After the activities are put in correct order and level the decision-making and
material/information flow is described by using standardized symbols and
terminology.

x

Interfacing process or external activity

x

Process, task or activity within a process
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x

Decision point leading to multiple options

x

Predefined activity or process

x

Connections between processes, tasks and activities

Figure 17: Process Symbols and Terminology. Recreated from (Hoyle & Thomsson
2003).

3.5.6.5

Standardized Routines and Procedures

Routines are a part of a process system and used to standardize certain activities. The
aim is to create easy to follow instructions and procedures summarized in routine
document (Bergman & Klefsjö, 1995). When a routine is well written and based on
best practice it is possible to teach newly employed personnel how to perform tasks in
the most efficient and satisfying way. There are different kinds of routines within a
process. Some are used as acceptance criteria regarding components or products and
some are more focused on how to perform certain actions or collaborative actions.
Thereby some governing documents are routines and some are more of educational
and explanatory designed.
Standardized routines are a way of building capacity within an organization and the
content in the routines need to satisfy both the needs of the employee performing the
procedure and the organizational needs for instance tools regarding needs of
employees and quality requirements regarding organizational needs. In routines there
are descriptions of organizational structures, procedures, work systems, rules,
requirements and regulations needed to perform the work that the routines is
considering (ISO 9001:2008).
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4

Results

In this chapter we will present the product of our research and design. The type of
information that is displayed may vary from the actual product due to confidential
information. The design and layout will not be fully presented as in the implemented
system, although it will provide a thorough overview and level of details needed to
understand the substance and desired effect.

4.1

Initial Condition

The R&D department was using two different process management systems at the
same time; one that was built upon ISO-certification as early as in the 80´s and one
called NPDP which is a management system developed by the corporate headquarters
in Paris in 2010 based on best practice after reviewing post mortem reports from all
the local plants around the world. The local system was not recently updated due to
difficult procedures for updating and the headquarters system was not widely
implemented due to lack of education, lack of understanding and due to difficulties in
overlapping the systems. All this lead to employees combining the old system with
the new in an inappropriate way, evolving own methods in work and made it hard for
the local plant to communicate with headquarters and was because of that given low
scores in audits and facing decrease in development.

X1
X2
X3

X = NPDP

Paris
X1

X3
X2

Sweden

Serbia

Poland

Figure 18. Visualizing the best practice leading to NPDP
Interview excerpt #1:
“…as a manager for the R&D department I always want to stay ahead and be leading
in development, today when I communicate with the HQ I clearly see that we are no
longer in the lead […] I am sure that our problem is in the systems we use, they have
to be updated, overlap correctly and it must be easier to update them in the future
otherwise we will always be behind…”
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Local routine (R-1)
1. Text
2. Text
3. Text
4. Text
5. Text
6. Text
7. Text
8. Text
9. Text
10. Text

NPDP

Actual work

1. Text
2.
5. Text
7.
6. Text

1. Text
…
2. Text
-

4.
2.

Figure 19. Describing initial condition with routines

4.2

Desired Outcome

The developed process management system is a methodology to create a structure for
R&D projects in order to assure that the product development process delivers what
the customer wants regarding the aspects of the QCD-matrix that is based on the top
priorities in R&D:
x
x
x

Q: Quality assurance (Best Quality)
C: Cost according to budget (Lowest cost)
D: Delivery on time (Quickest delivery time)

Q: Quality Assurance
x
x
x

100% Customers’ satisfaction, tighten routines and more clear definitions
Design quality (Zero defect and Zero claim due to wrong design) by following
project methodology and ensuring right things is done at right time
Manufacturing Quality (Zero scrap and Zero defect due to mistakes in
production) achieved by following project methodology and using right tools
for material evaluation and impact like FMEA

C: Costs According to Budget
x
x

Optimize the usage of materials (use the minimum quantity of the
cheapest materials) by testing material at lab
Reduction of product costs at launch and during product lifecycle
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D: Delivery on Time
x
x
x

Customers pull (the deadline is set by the market) and time to market is
shortened due to following the new project methodology in NPDP,
departments know their responsibilities
No late changes in products (also impacts development costs) achieved by
front loading principle
Focus on value adding activities within the product development process

4.2.1 Objectives
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

4.3

Implement a standardized way of managing projects
Formalize review of projects and decisions upon critical issues
Enable common definition/understanding of process among employees
Enhance communication between departments
Prevent errors and costly modifications in R&D
Support R&D Project leader in project set-up and management
Identify potential risks and define countermeasures to prevent them
Manage critical know-how and experience of specialists
Distribute knowledge across divisions, plants and product lines.

Design of Management Process

After following the employees during their work, semi-structured and structured
interviews with the employees, reading of materials as literature, routines, documents,
certificates and communication with extern resources as headquarters and auditors,
the authors created a list with needs and requirements for the process map and the
routines. The list was evaluated by the employees by structured interviews and the
color marking was done in order to highlight the most important needs/requirements.
The decision regarding the percentage and scoring was taken during operational
meetings.
Needs/Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Importance

Structure (more pictures, less text)
Function (links, interactiveness)
Pedagogy (colors, easy to read)
Easy to access
Updatability
Total cover (no gaps)
Communication methodology
Toolbox (other useful tools linked)
Links towards other departments
Education in new routines
Cohesive with new HQ
methodology
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78%
92%
68%
90%
95%
74%
69%
88%
60%
87%
89%

12. ISO adapted
13. Project methodology
14. Defining type of project

95%
77%
64%

Figure 20: List of Needs and Requirements
The importance list has following key:
Green (75-100%):
Yellow: (0-75%)

Must be achieved in order to be satisfied
Desired improvements increasing the quality of new
process map and routines

Interview excerpt #2:
“… your findings (the authors findings) does not surprise me, during my time at this
company I have seen that my employees sometimes find the routines as time
consuming, redundant and hard to access and update…this eventually leads to
unwillingness to follow existing routines, that is where we are now.”
The focus was set on the green improvements with the yellow improvements as
complementary improvements; decision was taken during operational meetings.
To address the green improvements following actions were taken:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Structure (more pictures, less text), figures and diagrams created instead of text,
reorganized procedures
Function (links, interactiveness), imported hyperlinks pointing directly to documents
or maps, visualizing the complete process
Easy to access, implemented on local computer system instead of existing, routines
sorted after the project phases through process map
Updatability, changed structure with administration rights, created a manual for
updating procedure
Toolbox (other useful tools linked), tools used in routines sorted and included in
process maps, hyperlinks to tools
Education in new routines, four different types of education and training sessions
performed by the authors (explained more later in this chapter)
Cohesive with new HQ methodology, reading of material, meetings with HQ staff,
approved WCM audit by HQ
ISO adapted, reading of material, approved ISO certification audit without remarks
Project methodology, implemented new project methodology regarding HQ
standards, routines sorted after project methodology

To address the yellow improvements following actions were taken:
x
x

Pedagogy (colors, easy to read), new colors in process map and routines, new font
and improved connection
Total cover (no gaps), eliminated gaps through reading literature and following the
employees during their daily work
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x
x
x

Communication methodology, improved communication methodology trough
creating new mailing lists and sites at the intranet, included descriptions in routines
when communication is needed
Links towards other departments, interviews and workshops with staff from other
departments in order to clarify responsibility, integrated in the new process map and
the most important routines
Defining type of project, checklists with requirements to be fulfilled in order to
understand and sort type of project

The authors started with the most basic routines as R-2, R-3, R-4, R-5, R-7, R-8, R10, R-11, R-14 (see section 4.4.3 for more information regarding routines) that were
only used by R&D, (no connection with production department), and the first thing
they did was to create a list with suggestions for improvement. After the list was
completed it was time to sit down with the routine owner, (all routines has an owner
for example the manager for R&D that owns R-1, same owner can own multiple
routines but each routine can only have one owner), and go through the list and
changing in the routine. The authors also asked the document owners to come with
their own suggestions. When a routine was changed the authors always sent it out to
the document owner and asked the owner to go through the routine one more time, so
it was an iterative process.
After completing the most basic routines as mentioned above, it was time for the more
complex routines as R-6, R-16 and R-17. After the authors created their list with
suggestions for improvement they invited the document owner, (the manager of
product and marketing), the most influential employees, (design manager, technical
service manager and intern logistic manager), for the specific routine and the most
frequent users of the routine, (R&D employees working with design and prototype),
to a workshop. During this workshop the authors went through the routines and
decided which changes that should be done, for example decision was taken that all
customer special projects that were asked for at least two times in a period of three
years would be integrated in the standard range of products. By changed definitions
for the type of projects, for example change in color or image pattern, the new
routines became integrated with the NPDP project methodology.
The routines R-9, R-12, R-13 and R-15 were both complex and shared with other
departments (production). For these routines we also created a list with suggestions
and then invited to small workshops for each department to clarify what the routine
meant for the specific department and what outcome that was wanted from the
department. After that the authors had a workshop for the heads of department and
made the final changes in the routine. In instances where departments had different
thoughts, the site manager was asked for his opinion regarding the routine.
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4.4

Design of the Process Management System

4.4.1 Interactive Process Map

Figure 21: Interactive Process Map
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Every headline in the map is interactive (hyperlink) and a click with the mouse on
each headline opens a specific document or place in the computer containing
documents, for example routines, tools, guides and connections with other
department.

4.4.2 R-1: Process Guide
By clicking on the specific icon “R-1: Process Guide” in the computer based map the
user opens a standardized routine that in detail describes the full development
process:
1. R&D Process Objectives
Develop products that satisfy customer’s needs and demands regarding quality, cost
and delivery (QCD) with efficient resource management through corporate best
practice and quality assurance system.
2. Process Overview (this process form is taken from the HQ project
methodology called NPDP)

New product or
innovation idea
Gate 0

Research

Gate 1

Specification

Gate 2

Prototyping

Gate 3

Preproduction

Gate 4
Production &
Release

Product Life Cycle

3. Responsibilities
The process owner is responsible to provide resources for each project in order to
enable delivery on time according to the product launch plan determined by top
management. The project organization is according to table below:
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Role
x

Project Sponsor

x

Steering
Committee

x

Project Leader

x

Project Member

x

Department
Manager

x

Expert/Adviser

Responsibility
Highest responsible for project and decision maker.
Reporting to top management and supports project leader
in problem solving and resource allocation
Supports strategic decisions and guidelines for project.
Support project leader in management and decisionmaking.
Project management, result tracking and reporting,
resource management and organizational planning
Detailed planning, task completion, assuring quality in
development
Assuring performance, task completion and employee
commitment
Problem solving and collaboration with functional team
member

4. File Management
The corporate Project Methodology manages projects. By each phase there are
checklists, routines and tools to use for planning and documenting. The process map
visualizes which tools are initialized in each phase. Following work procedure should
be applied:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open process map and locate current project phase
Click on the phase icon
Copy the templates
Create or save in official project folder on collaboration platform
Update templates according to agreements within the project group

Following management tools are uploaded in the project folder in Specification phase
and need to be updated continuously throughout the project:
¾
¾
¾
¾

T-1: Project Idea Template
T-2: Project Dashboard
T-2: Project Schedule or Gantt Schedule
T-2: Issues & Risk Log
5. Phases Overview
Mission

Phase
Research

Explore needs and possibilities

Specification

Clarify project potential and possibilities

Prototyping

Develop prototype and manufacturing process
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Preproduction

Secure stabilized and efficient manufacturing

Production & Release

Finalize product for launch and marketing

Product Life Cycle

Maintaining specified product quality

6. Research Phase
The purpose with the Research phase is to manage needs and ideas from stakeholders
and evaluate them according to:
x
x
x

Potential requirement specification and quality profile
Commercial potential and possible unique characteristics
Technical feasibility and environmental analysis

Decision about starting Specification phase is taken on Gate 0 by top management
product and market committee. Project Idea Template needs to be approved and
project type determined according to project categories:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D
Type E

Application of following routines and tools start in the phase of
Research:

R-2:
R-3:
R-4:
R-5:
R-6:

Engineering Routines
Materials Guide
Raw Materials Processing Techniques
Management of Chemicals
Design & Color Experimentation
Customer and Marketing Management
Project Management Toolbox

¾ T-1: Project Idea Template
7. Specification Phase
The purpose of Specification phase is to in detail clarify marketing potential and
analyze what kind of development is needed to realize the idea.
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R&D department is responsible for translating needs into technical requirements and
present potential solutions. At Gate 1 all essential information should be provided for
Steering Committee to enable decision-making regarding investments and proceeding
to Prototyping phase. Gate 1 also determines if there is going be a corresponding
equipment development project initiated.
Application of following checklists, routines and tools start in the phase of
Specification:
Checklist

¾ Checklist G1/1-5 (Project Module 1-5)
R-7:
R-8:

Engineering Routines
Quality Requirements
Validation Plan

Project Management Toolbox
¾ T-2: Project Dashboard
¾ T-2: Project Schedule or Gantt Schedule
¾ T-2: Issues & Risk Log

8. Prototyping Phase
The purpose of Prototyping phase is to perform tests and evaluate results in order to
develop product prototypes and manufacturing process. During this phase all the
necessary investments need to be identified. At Gate 2 decision is taken if the project
is mature to proceed to Preproduction phase.
Application of following checklists, routines and tools start in the phase of
Prototyping:
Checklists
¾ Checklist G2/1-5 (Project Module 1-5)
R-9:
R-10:
R-11:

Engineering Routines
Prototyping Techniques
Design Verification
Functionality Testing and Criteria
Quality Tools

¾ T-3: QA Toolbox
¾ T-4: Product FMEA

9. Preproduction phase
The purpose of Preproduction phase is to secure a stabilized and efficient production
of the product being developed. Verification of product properties and manufacturing
of marketing materials is being done.
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Trials in the production are performed in order to test the prototypes in real time
production for validation of concept and improvements. New products criteria are
registered if an existing product has been modified otherwise creation of new registers
for samples is executed.
Application of following checklists, routines and tools start in the phase of
Preproduction:
Checklists
¾ Checklists G3/1-5 (Project Module 1-5)
R-12:
R-13:
R-14:
R-15:

Engineering Routines
Production Trial
Final Functionality Requirements
Test Samples Management
Final Design Characteristics and Color Validation
Quality Tools

¾ T-5: Process FMEA

10. Production & Release
The purpose of Production & Release phase is to secure that the new product is
available on the market at market deadline and that marketing materials are ready.
Application of following checklists, routines and tools start in the phase of
Production & Release:
Checklists
¾ Checklists G3/1-5 (Project Module 1-5)
R-16:
R-17:

Engineering Routines
Marketing Materials Management
Production of Collection Samples

Project Management Toolbox
¾ T-6: Post Mortem Report

11. Product Life Cycle
The purpose of Product Life Cycle phase is to document findings from the project
activities and follow up the production of the products to maintain quality and apply
continuous improvements. R&D department is responsible for securing product
quality through the products whole lifecycle. When problems are detected or occur
troubleshooting is performed and actions taken proactively. R&D department
manages the product recipes databases according to following procedure:
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4.4.3 Engineering Routines
As shown by the interactive process map and by the process guide, there are six
different phases in every project and in five of the phases there are several routines
and templates to be used.
Every routine has an owner and the responsibility for the owner is to update the
routines on regular basis so that the routines always match the way the personal
works. The routines are written in a way that new employees can learn their job by
following the routines.
The routines are interactive so every time a path or a link changes it will
automatically be updated. In order to help the owners updating the routines the
authors have created a template to follow, by that they have ensured that the updated
routines will have the same structure and format all the time.

4.4.3.1

Research

R-2: Materials Guide
The aim with this routine is to explain the procedure of dealing with new raw material
that comes to the company and will be used in the production. The routine describes
how and what to do with material that is approved, not approved, how to get it
approved and how to report this.
R-3: Raw Materials Processing Techniques
The aim with this routine is to explain the security measurements to be taken while
handling the raw material. The routine describes which certificates that are needed by
the personal, where to store the raw material, expiration dates and destruction of raw
material that are expired or no longer in use.
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R-4: Management of Chemicals
The aim of this routine is to explain how the chemicals are sorted and stored in lab
and in production. The routine describes the testing procedure of chemicals used in
lab and production and decides where the safety sheets are to be stored.
R-5: Design & Color Experimentation
The aim of this routine is to explain the lab procedure while experimenting the colors
and image pattern before testing in large scale. The routine describes the color scales,
visual assessment and computers used to measure the color.
R-6: Customers & Marketing Management
The aim of this routine is to explain the process beginning from a customer request
and ending with approval to start the production of the specific product. The routine
describes the path from customer request to approved product for production and the
responsibilities for the marketing group before and during the production of the
product. There are five different project types in the company and this routine also
helps defining the category of a specific project.

4.4.3.2

Specification

R-7: Quality Requirements
The aim of this is routine is to explain the set of quality requirements that are to be
fulfilled. The routine describes the quality requirements and the procedure of
establishing the right quality.
R-8: Validation Plan
The aim of this routine is to explain how the validation plan is done and in what
stages. The routine describes the constituents and the responsibility regarding the
validation plan.
R-9: Prototyping Techniques
The aim of this routine is to explain how to develop the first prototype of a specific
product or machine. The routine describes the approach, responsibility and security
measures to be done in order to develop the first prototype.
R-10: Design Verification
The aim of this routine is to ensure that the design requirements are achieved. The
routine describes how to verify that the validation plan has been followed and that the
design requirements are fulfilled.
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R-11: Functionality Testing & Criteria
The aim of this routine is to ensure that the functionality of the product meets the
criteria set earlier in the project. The routine describes the testing methods for the
product and includes a checklist with criteria to be fulfilled.

4.4.3.3

Preproduction

R-12: Production Trial
The aim of this routine is to explain how to develop the first real product that can be
produced and sold to customers. The routine describes the approach, responsibility
and security measures to be done in order to develop the first real product.
R-13: Final Functionality Requirements
The aim of this routine is to explain the procedure ensuring that the final functionality
requirements are achieved. The routine describes the checklists and the final testing
methods regarding functionality for the product.
R-14: Test Samples Management
The aim of this routine is to explain the procedure of creating and distributing test
samples. The routine describes how and when the test samples are created and the
distribution of the test samples within and outside the company.
R-15: Final Design Characteristics & Color Validation
The aim of this routine is to ensure that the new product is exactly the same as the
product that was ordered by the customer. The routine describes how to ensure design
characteristics and color validation and contains checklists and visual assessment.
This is the final checkpoint before going to ordinary production and delivering to
customer.

4.4.3.4

Production & Release

R-16: Marketing Materials Management
The aim of this routine is to create samples for future marketing. The routine
describes how this is done and by who.
R-17: Production of Sample Collections
The aim of this routine is to explain the process with creating new collections for the
market. The routine describes what a collection means, what it contains and when a
new collection should be created.
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4.4.4 Project Management Tools
A project is being implemented to respond on the need of a client. It organizes a
method for performing actions and goal achievement with the use of specific
resources. A project is unique and not repetitive on operational level it is complex and
involves players from different units. Thereby it needs to be planned and structured
according to its needs. We have identified five different types of projects, which can
be categorized and standardized. Our system is applying five different process
modules depending on project type, however there are two basic principles the system
is supporting for all types.
x

Feed-Forward System
Databases of Post Mortem Reports incorporates lessons learned from previous
projects containing tacit knowledge and Know-How in order to improve
techniques, systems and skills in future projects.

x

Front-Loading
Focus on problem identification and solving upstream in terms of checklists in
early phases, quality assurance tools and collaborations in multidisciplinary
teams enabling solving failures early.

Interview excerpt #3:
“…we have actively been working with front loading as long as I have been the plant
manager; we want to identify risk as soon as possible…when it still is possible to
make changes with low costs and low complexity…”
The purpose of Project Management Toolbox is to ensure the planned execution with
as low deviations from specification as possible and with as high value adding as
possible. Simplified this means eliminating project risks.
x

Risk Definition
A risk is an event which has not occurred yet, but which is considered as
likely to happen, with various degrees of likelihood.

All projects are prone to unexpected events that occur which can cause the project not
to succeed. It is possible trough proactivity, when planning, to anticipate a certain
number of risks as well as actions to maintain project on track. For risks not able to
prevent contingency plans are required to enable rapid reaction when the risk
becomes an actual issue.
To manage the triple constraint in a project (QCD) the system manages:
x

Scope


What are stakeholders’ expectations?
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x

x

x



What is inside/outside the scope?




How much money is allocated?
Who is involved and how much?




What are the deadlines and when?
What are the milestones and when?

Resources

Schedule

Key Deliverables



x

How do we prioritize needs?
How do we identify right tasks/activities?

Quality Assurance



Potential failures not experienced before?
Known issues?

Management Tools in Process are:
x
x

T-1: Project Idea Template
T-2: Project Management Toolbox
o
o
o
o

x

T-2.1 Issue Log
T-2.2 Risk Log
T-2.3 Dashboard
T-2.4 Schedule

T-7: Post-Mortem report

4.4.5 Quality Deployment Tools
1. Quality Function Deployment
1. Establish the product Life-Cycle description
The description of all the situations of the product during its lifetime (from production
to disposal) helps to identify all the stakeholders and their expectations. The
expectations of the stakeholders are occasionally expressed in a “qualitative way”, for
instance:
x
x

The Service Department wants the product to be “easy to clean”
The installer wants the product to be “easy to install”

A level of importance can be defined meaning some expectations must be more
important than others and prioritized in the development process.
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2. Identify the product functions which need to be fulfilled to ensure
stakeholders’ satisfaction
The quality function deployment is the conversion of the stakeholders’ expectations
into a list of product functions, which are measurable.
For instance:
x

To be “easy to install” the product needs to have Franck hardness between X
and Y and a tear resistance lower than Z.

The product functionalities can be prioritized based on the level of importance given
to the stakeholders’ expectations.
The process outputs are:
x
x

Document describing Quality Requirements (R-7)
A product Validation Plan (R-8) for industrial trials and pilot runs

2. Functionality Analysis
1. Assess the purpose of the:
x
x
x
x

Project
Product
Process or System
Equipment

2. Convert the needs to technical specifications. There are 4 types of functions
used:
x
x
x
x

Base Function
Key Functions
Constraints Functions
Design Functions

3. Assess the interactions between:
x

The raw material / semi-finished material characteristics and the product
functions
The process parameters and the product functions

x

The process output is the Functional Testing and Criteria (R-11) evaluating the
product layer by layer and the process step by step versus the product functions
4. Identify raw material, semi-finished material and process critical
characteristics based on:
x
x

Raw material specification
Semi-finished specification
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x

Product specification with construction, recipes, critical parameters and
properties (backed up with laboratory models)

Process outputs are:
x Design Verification (R-10)
x Final Functionality Requirement (R-13)
x Final Design Characteristics and Color Validation (R-15)
3. Failure Model and Effect Analysis (FMEA)
Below is a list of specific targets to deliver by applying FMEA in the product
development process on R&D level:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Final product specification agreed with Marketing and Product Managers
A set of control plans for industrial trials and pilot runs
Product quality control plan
Semi-finished material quality control plan
Raw material quality control plan
Process parameters control plan
A set of specifications for the raw materials
A prioritized list of risks and countermeasures to ensure the finished product
quality
9. The semi-finished material quality
10. The raw material quality
11. A control plan for roll-out for:
x Finished product quality
x Semi-finished material quality
x Raw material quality

A risk for a failure is defined by three parameters:
x

Severity
o What would be the impact of the failure?

x

Occurrence
o How often is failure likely to happen?

x

Detection
o How easy is it to see/discover the failure?
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Figure 22: Example of a FMEA Training Model

Tarkett – All rights reserved

Figure 23: Graphical FMEA Process
Quality Tools in Process are:
x

T-3: QA Toolbox
o 5G
o 5W+2H
o 7-Step Problem Solving
o Problem-Solution List
o Standard/Quick Kaizen
o Ishikawa – C&E Matrix
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x
x
x

4.5

T-4: Product FMEA
T-5: Process FMEA
T-6: Equipment FMEA

Implementation of the Process Management System

4.5.1 Education
After the new system was created and implemented education was done according to
the strategic plan. The education was done through workshops, totally four workshops
with two hours education in each. The education was completed in the two last weeks
of the thesis during the DS-2 phase in DRM. A total of 18 employees participated in
the workshops including all employees from R&D department. Following figure
demonstrates the training and education performed at the company:

Figure 24: Quality training through the entire organization. The training starts at the
top and then moves down (Adopted from Sandholm 2000).
1. Top management seminars with the top management group
2. Workshops with personnel in managerial positions and other key individuals
3. Specialist training with personnel in various specialist functions
4. Broadly based training with other personnel
The aim for the education was to implement the new process map and the new
routines and at the same time to build up an understanding of the importance of
quality to the result of the company.
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Interview excerpt #4:
“…remember when holding the education; focus on how you (the authors) say things
and not so much on what […] you (the authors) have to involve people and make it
interesting for them in order to get acceptance […] make them feel that they are
contributing to this and that they are a part… ”
This kind of education or training is called in-house training and has two main
purposes. Firstly to give the personnel skills in areas which affect the quality and
secondly to stimulate the quality awareness of the personnel, Sandholm (2000).
During this education the authors presented the new system and visualized how the
new interactive system should be used by letting the participants open the process
map and navigate from it. This was very useful and it also gave the chance to observe
how well the team members followed the process map and how much faster they
found the routines through the new process map. The authors could also observe that
the amount of time and frequency for using both quality and project management
tools and terms was increased by the interactive process map and system.
Education like this has to be well prepared by the authors and the reactions of the
employees will mostly depend on how well engaged the CEO is. This kind of
education is about how things are said and not what is said, Alexandersson (2012). It
is of absolute key importance to create an understanding for the ongoing changing
process and to make all the employees aware of how the process is done and why it is
done, by that way the company involves all the employees and creates a curiosity for
the process.

4.5.2 Collaboration Platform Implementation
The whole concern has procedures and rules around IT and uses a certain type of
protection and security settings on the computers. It was of key importance for the
authors to learn about those in order to decide and manage the technical aspects of the
implementation.
There are several file management systems in the concern linked together and the
parts of the file management systems sometimes changes when new are purchased
and therefore it was important that the new system was done in a way that makes it
adaptable to future changes.
During the implementation the authors discovered many important technical aspects.
The authors had to make some important decisions regarding the technical aspects
and which file management system to be used for the system. The final decision was
to use local drives and implement the new system on local drives with links from
another file management system. The system was created in order to follow the
process map and every phase was given a different folder containing all routines,
links and templates for each phase. By doing this the authors ensured that the system
was fully adaptable to any possible future change, the only thing to be done is to make
new linking from the eventual new system to our process map.
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Another decision the authors had to take was in which format the documents should
be in. The authors decided to keep the original documents in Word in order to be easy
to update and the working documents in PDF so it is not possible to make any
changes in the documents.

4.5.3 File Management
By deciding to use local drives the authors had to decide how the access should be
managed. The decision was to create two folders under the R&D head folder. The
first folder containing the original documents stored in Word and the access to change
in the documents was only permitted to the document owners, no other employees
was permitted the access to change the original documents. The other folder
containing the working documents stored in PDF and the access to make changes in
the folder was permitted to all R&D employees.
This ensures that only the right persons have access to change in the original
documents and by doing that the original documents will be regularly updated and
always contains right information. The responsibility of the document owner is to
inform all employees when a change in the documents has been done.

4.5.4 Continuous Process Improvement System
R&D department works with continuous improvements and that means also that the
system must be ready for continuous improvements. The authors made it easy for the
document owner to make changes in documents and by that make changes in the
system. The owner only has to open the original document, make the changes, save
the new document as PDF and copy paste the new document into right folder.
Interview excerpt #5:
“…this will make it possible to make changes in documents quicker, as it is today I
am the only employee working with document administration and I have problems
catching up…some years ago we had two administrators but my colleague has
retired…sometimes I bring my computer home in the weekends, that is the only way to
manage but I do not know for how long I can do like this.”
Before this improvement was done the document owner had to contact the system
administrator and order the document both in electronic form and in paper form.
Then make changes in the electronic document and send it back to the administrator
and make changes in paper form and write down the signature and sent it back. When
this was done it could take several weeks for the administrator to update the file
system depending on the current workload. By this change we have reduced the
update time from weeks to minutes.
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4.6

Evaluation of the Process Management System

It is impossible to measure the final outcome of the routines and the process map in
the short period of time during the thesis at the company. The authors made some
small design experiments that were integrated in the operational work at the company.
The aims with the design experiments were to measure some smaller actions and by
that ensure that the authors have succeeded with the wanted improvements. All
improvements could not be measured and for those improvements the authors made
evaluations based on scientific research.

4.6.1 Measures
One action was to measure how long time it takes to find a specific routine by using
our new process map instead of the old process map. We had four groups with fourfive persons in each group and the average time to find a specific routine using our
process map was just over twenty seconds comparing with the average time of two
minutes and five seconds with the old process map and not all routines were even
included in the old process map. This was achieved by making the new process map
interactive, more perspicuous, better file structure and eliminating loading time.
Relates to: easy to access, function and education in new routines.
Another action was to count the clicks necessary in order to open a specific routine
and this action was performed by the same groups as in previous experiment. The
average amount of clicks with the new process map was six clicks compared with
nine clicks with the old process map and once again, not all routines could be found
using the old process map. This was achieved due to same activities as previous
experiment. Relates to: function, easy to access and education in new routines.
Another action was to measure how long time it takes to update an existing routine.
This action was only performed with the five routine owners since they are the only
persons with permitted access to change in routines. The average time to change a
routine (in this experiment one sentence in a routine) was about two minutes
comparing with regularly several weeks or in best case days with the old file
management system. This was achieved due to changing the file management system
from the previous one to local drives, the document owner can now change a routine
directly instead of having to use the system administrator every time. Relates to:
updatability and toolbox.

4.6.2 Evaluations
Another action was to create small project teams working together with fictive
projects and simulate the complete process for a product, from exploration to
customer delivery. A real project takes several years and in our case the team was
given only four hours, there was no use in measuring any kind of time, here the
authors measured the interaction, cooperation and methodology in the teams.
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The teams had to create a project organization, define project type, key deliveries,
follow given phases and gates, involve fictional other departments, use different tools
and mostly important follow the new methodology. Evaluation criteria were
frequency of toolbox use, understanding of new routines and project methodology in
number of part deliveries achieved for each gate before passing. The outcome was
higher frequency of toolbox use, better understanding of routines and higher number
of part deliveries for each gate. Relates to: pedagogy, communication methodology,
links towards other departments, education in new routines, project methodology and
defining type of project.
The process map and the routines had to pass external auditions in order to be
accepted by the R&D department, without passing auditions the new system could not
be used. Firstly the process map and the routines underwent a critical review
internally in the company by environmental experts, methodology experts, standard
experts and quality engineers. After satisfying local auditors the process map and the
routines underwent external auditions in form of ISO revision without any remarks
and WCM audit. These actions evaluated how well the documents were aligned with
ISO standards, cohesive with new HQ methodology and if there were any gaps in the
new routines. Relates to: total cover, cohesive with new HQ methodology and ISO
adapted.
Interview excerpt #6:
“…the routines from R&D seems fine to me, I see that you (the R&D department)
have made proposed changes since last revision, I have no remarks this time.”
The process map and the routines also ensures some corporate key indicators as
startup time, number of breakdowns/errors in production, design/function weakness in
validation, quality defects caused by new/modified products and compliance with
regulations. The decrease in startup time is an outcome of project methodology by
completing constraints earlier in the project. Number of breakdowns/errors in
production is reduced by using tools like FMEA earlier and with a higher frequency.
Design/function weakness validation is reduced by front loading, the issues and risks
are discovered earlier. Quality defects caused by new/modified products are reduced
by using the HQ methodology and eliminating gaps in routines combined with
awareness of responsibility. Compliance with regulation increases due to the internal
and external revisions and auditions performed.
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5

Discussion

This chapter concludes results and connects the developed product with learning
outcomes from the research. The authors also discuss future improvement and present
their ideas on future work within the area.

5.1

Conclusions

The thesis had two main goals. The first was to develop an understanding of state-ofthe-art and best practice for quality assurance in R&D within manufacturing
industries. This was accomplished through a literature review showing that TQM is a
concept that has evolved within the area of quality deployment and states the
importance of quality assurance in R&D. In order to assure quality in R&D
management systems are being developed to support proactive process management.
Quality tools from Lean, Six Sigma, TPS and WCM has been widely applied in the
manufacturing industries and may be implemented in R&D processes to manage
flows of information, variability and risk needed for generating innovative outcome.
The quality assurance methodology needs to be modular in order to be able to apply
in the variety of R&D projects.
The second goal in the thesis was to explore how to design and implement a
supportive process management system for quality assurance in R&D. For achieving
this a case study and practical application has been performed in the flooring industry.
The result is a modular and interactive computer based process management system
for quality assurance in R&D. With the use of the management system the company
enforces the management of variability and standardizes regenerative routines for
increased efficiency and enhanced communication leading to shorter-time-to-marker
with assured product quality.
The process management system incorporates global best practice routines from the
company headquarters through integration in routines created locally for the specific
manufacturing plant where the application was performed.
Process orientation and Total Quality Management implies a focus on how rather than
what. In R&D processes it is always a question of what and how combined which
requires an differentiated approach depending on project type and wide focus on
problem area and scope that progressively narrow and sets the project criteria. It is
also difference in urgency and frequency in projects, which requires a different
approach and has different characteristics. Due to the issues of variability in the
question of what (product) to develop the standardizing of how (process) becomes
complex with a strong relation to the range of options depending on type of project
and variation within the project type. The close relation to both marketing and
production department R&D creates a merging point of information in different
forms, ways and channels which needs to be translated and sorted on time and
processed by evaluating measures.
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The range of technical and managerial parameters available to combine for satisfying
customers and stakeholders is huge and causes variability management needed for
creating value by innovation although increases the complexity for standardization
and quality assurance in the different parts of the delivery process. Managers need to
be able to quickly set up requirements and checklists and need to quickly be able to
test and verify products and processes. The solution that the authors have developed
and tested is by its modularity enhancing rapid simulation and test driven design.
A key factor in standardization is to find a balance in management. In the process
map the authors have positioned the engineering routines that were developed by
detailed system study and collaboration with engineers and designers. These routines
can be considered as former undocumented parts in the process. They are now placed
in certain places in the interactive process map. The authors discovered that it is not
possible to standardize all the details in all procedures. The designer and engineers are
working with value creation through design and the process of creation is personal
and complex. It is not value adding to control the work of the mind and full process of
R&D cannot be standardized in detail. The efficiency and creativity would be
suffering if the control was total. Thereby the analysis and identification of elements,
functions and processes to standardize need to be captured by evaluating how to
enforce rest of the creative work. There are possibilities to standardize criteria’s and
metrics to be achieved although there may be parts in the process that are “invisible
on the radar”. The processes map may thereby primarily serve as mental pictures and
communication platform. The whole management system needs to be dynamic to
positively stimulate creativity and information for planning and organizing the work
in real life.
In order to create trust for the authors as designers and decision makers within the
project a strong emphasis on leadership that was open to and encourages constructive
criticism was applied. The authors have expressed ideas along the way asked question
that are both provoking and in some cases may have seemed irrelevant. The authors
received straightforward feedback. Thanks to the strong emphasis on team spirit and
unity, the authors succeeded to maintain an openness and sincere process of critiquing
with the aim to investigate the root causes of the problems and not be afraid of
speaking up when issues identified. Keeping integrity by an informal agreement on
what is personal thinking and professional is essential when working so closely to
working routines, creative processes and decision making affecting whole department
or companies.

5.2

Future work

The developed process management system for R&D is displaying what is
standardized and does not mean that all the tools or processes are yet captured in the
created system. There are tools for project management and quality deployment in
other departments, which are used on a higher advanced level although this has been
out of scope for this project to analyze, evaluate and document. In a future work there
are for instance knowledge management tools to develop, standardize and integrate in
the system. Creation of databases and collaboration paths between the departments
are value adding and highly interesting future projects from both the industrial
approach and scientific.
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A further research on state-of-the-art and benchmarking within process measurement
and control would be beneficial for developing the process management system
further. To identify Key Performance Indicators and measure process results is the
next step within continuous process improvement and needs to be done on upper
managerial level, based on a systematic continuous improvement planning.
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